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Abstract Cloud computing has been widely adopted by enterprises because of its on-demand and elastic resource usage

paradigm. Currently most cloud applications are running on one single cloud. However, more and more applications demand

to run across several clouds to satisfy the requirements like best cost efficiency, avoidance of vender lock-in, and geolocation

sensitive service. JointCloud computing is a new research initiated by Chinese institutes to address the computing issues

concerned with multiple clouds. In JointCloud, users’ diverse and dynamic requirements on cloud resources are satisfied by

providing users virtual cloud (VC) for special purposes. A virtual cloud for special purposes is in essence a user’s specific

cloud working environment having the customized software stacks, configurations and computing resources readily available.

This paper first introduces what is JointCloud computing and then describes the design rationales, motivation examples,

mechanisms and enabling technologies of VC in JointCloud.
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1 Emerging of JointCloud Computing

1.1 From Single Cloud to JointCloud

Since the concept of cloud computing was proposed

in 2006, cloud computing has been considered as the

technology that probably drives the next-generation In-

ternet revolution and rapidly becomes the hottest topic

in the field of IT. The first generation (termed as Cloud

1.0 in this paper) is mainly focusing on aggregating

large-scale IT resources into a single cloud provider and

providing users with well-managed, auto-provisioned

resources and services, while notably increasing IT re-

source utilization through service consolidation.

Cloud 1.0 has significantly reduced IT expense with

always-on services. However, with the globalization

of the economy, the cross-border trade of commodities

and services is continuously expanding, leading to the

increasing interdependence of world economies. The

economic globalization calls for globalized Cloud ser-

vices being provisioned in a geo-distributed manner at

high availability and low cost. Several grand challenges

raised with the globalization of Cloud services.

On one hand, a cloud vendor has to deploy data-

centers across all over the world. This is similar to

the way used in early airline companies to expand their

services by adding flight courses to a destination coun-

try to provide globalized flight courses. However, many

cloud-enabled world businesses usually demand a burst

of computation that exceeds the remaining computing

capacity of a single cloud. For example, many whole-

sale events like “November 11” from Taobao, “Black

Friday” from Walmart usually require more than 10x
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resources compared with normal days, creating a huge

pressure to a single cloud vendor, which either is not

able to provide demanded resources, or has to provi-

sion IT resources according to the peak requirements,

leading to notably increased cost and low IT resource

utilization, which violates the essential goal of cloud

computing to increase IT resource utilization.

On the other hand, under the newly emerged

“shared economy”, the globalized economy is also ex-

periencing a new evolution that advocates cooperation

among multiple potentially competing entities rather

than monopolization. For example, Jack Ma, the

founder of Chinese e-commercial giant Alibaba, has

recently advocated to establish an electronic world

trade platform (eWTP), with the goal to provide “an

open platform for private enterprises and coordina-

tion among international organizations, governments

and social groups which focus on the development of

small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and trade

as well”. The Chinese government has also advocated

“the Belt and Road Initiative” to focus on “connec-

tivity and cooperation among countries primarily be-

tween the People’s Republic of China and the rest of

Eurasia”. With more national entities involved in such

globalized economy and computation, it is unlikely to

have a “one ring to rule them all” approach such that a

single giant cloud dominates the market, due to issues

like government regulation, data privacy and political

issues. Hence, such globalized yet cooperative business

demands new cooperative computing models across the

world. Actually, there has been several successful exam-

ples in the modern service area, among which a notable

one is the airline alliance like SkyTeam, Star Aliance

and OneWorld for airline services.

JointCloud is a recent key project funded by China’s

Ministry of Science and Technology as a part of the

National Key Program for Cloud Computing and Big

Data, which borrows the ideas from airline alliances

and aims at empowering the cooperation among mul-

tiple cloud vendors to provide cross-cloud services via

software definition.

Prior efforts like SuperCloud and InterCloud focus

on the fusion of cloud services, usually via a third-party

middleware. The middleware, as an overlay, invokes

different clouds and provides a uniform interface to end-

users. The clouds are actually unaware of the coopera-

tion with other clouds. Different from existing multi-

cloud models, JointCloud pays more attention to the

direct collaboration among different clouds. It defines

a series of rules and provides common services to ena-

ble collaboration among clouds. In JointCloud, clouds

are independent while cooperating closely with one an-

other. Just like global airline alliances Sky team and

Star Alliance, there are many independent member air-

lines, and they work with one another closely.

As shown in Fig.1, there are two different parts in

the JointCloud architecture: the JointCloud collabo-

ration environment (JCCE) and the peer collaboration

mechanism (PCM). JCCE contains several BlockChain-

based services for enabling the cooperation among inde-

pendent clouds. Based on JCCE, clouds can cooperate

with one another, as long as these clouds implement

a software-defined mechanism (named peer collabora-

tion mechanism, PCM) and provide related APIs. A

software-defined PCM includes three horizontal panels

and one vertical information panel. The resource panel

contains various software-defined resources. The con-

trol panel manages various software-defined resources

and deals with the details of connection, storage and

computation among clouds. The business panel handles

the collaboration (e.g., transactions) between clouds.

All the three panels provide standard open APIs, which

provide information to the information panel. The in-

formation panel is designed to facilitate the communi-

cation in the three-panel architecture and communicate

with JCCE (i.e., to report the collected information to

JCCE, to obtain new information from JCCE).

PCM

PCM

PCM

PCM

PCM

PCM

CSP VC

JCCE

Fig.1. JointCloud architecture. CSP: cloud service provider.

There are also several virtual clouds (VCs) in Fig.1,

which are customized clouds by aggregating resources

and services of different clouds. Just like mobile vir-

tual network operator[1] which provides mobile ser-

vices through other operators’ mobile networks, virtual
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clouds provide customized cloud services to end-users

via other clouds’ resources. Such virtual clouds can also

implement the PCM to join the JointCloud ecosystem.

1.2 Virtual Cloud of Special Purposes for End-

Users

With the development of cloud computing, more

and more users prefer to run their applications on

clouds such as big data processing, high-performance

computing, and deep learning. However, users’ require-

ments cannot be directly satisfied by current cloud com-

puting service model. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)

cloud only provides users with resources such as servers,

storages, and networking. Users need to accomplish the

environment installation with a complex configuration.

In PaaS (Platform as a Service) cloud, users are pro-

vided with a cloud platform in which they can develop,

manage, and deliver limited applications, but they usu-

ally cannot customize the runtime environment easily.

Virtual cloud for special purposes is a service of

JointCloud, which aims to provide end users with a spe-

cific cloud working environment upon several clouds as

shown in Fig.2, just like grid computing[2], which is the

collection of computer resources from multiple locations

to reach a common goal. A cloud working environment

has users’ readily available customized software stacks,

configurations, and computing resources. Users can de-

velop, test and run tasks in their working environment

online through a web browser. Such a working environ-

ment is built upon a customized VC, which provides

the most suitable resources from underlying clouds for

the working environment. This environment could span

multiple clouds seamlessly, and could help applications

elastically scale out to temporarily use new resources

from outside parties to deal with peak load problems.

JointCloud Collaboration Environment

Web Portal

HPC

Working 
Environment

Virtual Cloud

Stream Processing

Working 
Environment

Virtual Cloud

Working 
Environment

Virtual Cloud

Batch Processing

HTML5/HTTPS

Fig.2. Virtual cloud for special purposes. HPC: hight perfor-
mance computing

In the rest of this paper, we first present a motiva-

tion example for virtual cloud (Section 2). Then, we

present our design of virtual cloud (Section 3), the cur-

rent prototype system (Section 4) and a brief conclusion

(Section 5).

2 Motivation Examples

2.1 Customized Working Environment

Many cloud applications are distributed and require

a cluster of resources to run. Nowadays, clusters of com-

modity servers have become a major computing plat-

form, powering both large Internet services and a grow-

ing number of data-intensive scientific applications. Re-

searchers and practitioners have been developing an ar-

ray of diverse cluster computing frameworks to sim-

plify programming the cluster including MapReduce[2],

Spark[4], Pregel (a specialized framework for graph

computations)[5], and others[6-8]. However, installing

and configuring a physical cluster for a specific comput-

ing framework is extremely difficult and highly depends

on administrators’ professional knowledge. Firstly, each

component of the computing framework needs to be de-

ployed on specific nodes of the cluster properly, which is

quite complex and time-consuming. Secondly, the net-

work should be configured correctly to connect every

node into a complete system. Thirdly, distributed sys-

tems are faced with a typical problem of hardware fail-

ure, requiring administrators to set up a fault-tolerance

mechanism. Fourthly, command line interface is usually

the only way to operate the cluster, bringing considera-

ble learning cost and inconvenience. Last but not least,

purchasing or renting a physical cluster is too expensive

for ordinary people to afford.

Virtual cloud for special purposes is designed for

the aforementioned problem. To be specific, it provides

users with cheap, flexible and easy-to-manage working

environment, which is supported by virtual clusters in

cloud environment, to run their own tasks. The de-

ployment of working environment is much easier than

physical clusters because of the virtual cloud’s package

mechanism. Virtual cloud can wrap users’ working en-

vironment into a small package which can be deployed

upon multiple clouds seamlessly. And the package can

be shared with other users so that newcomers with lit-

tle cluster deployment experience can directly select a

proper package and deploy it to their own working envi-

ronment in minutes or even seconds, then they can work

on it just like on a well-configured physical cluster. On
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the other hand, virtual cloud has a powerful and easy-

to-use web interface; thus users can conveniently man-

age their working environment, process tasks and view

results through a web browser.

2.2 Cross-Cloud Scaling

Users’ tasks vary significantly from one to another,

thereby virtual cloud will automatically scale in or scale

out according to the workload of the current task. How-

ever, sometimes the workload is so large that the whole

cloud cannot afford. Under this circumstance, virtual

cloud needs the ability to scale out to other cloud plat-

forms to acquire more computation resources.

One of the problems is how to choose proper cloud

resources for scaling. Cloud resources differ from one

another in performances, service qualities, and billing

rules, making users confused about which to choose.

Another problem is how to scale working environment

out to another cloud seamlessly. Manual migration of

working environment is time-consuming and heavily re-

lies on users’ practical experience.

With the help of JCCE, virtual cloud provides

an elegant solution to these two problems mentioned

above. Virtual cloud is built on the JCCE and with

the support of JCCE it can take over the management

of various cloud infrastructures. Thus in the perspec-

tive of users, they are faced with a federated and unified

cloud environment and can directly require or release

cloud resources in the virtual cloud without visiting

each cloud’s management console. Besides, through the

unified QoS metrics provided by JCCE, users can in-

tuitively compare the homogeneous services from diffe-

rent vendors and choose the best one directly, no longer

needing to test the various services one by one manu-

ally. As for the second problem, virtual cloud can suf-

ficiently handle the migration with package mechanism

and furthermore, all the instances out-scaled from the

package of the original environment are guaranteed to

be identical because the unified cloud environment has

shielded the heterogeneity of different infrastructures.

3 Design of Virtual Cloud for Special Purposes

3.1 Design Goals

The goals of virtual cloud are to build a customized

cross-cloud working environment conveniently for end

users, increase the utilization of resources and guaran-

tee the quality of service.

Customized Environment. Enterprises and indivi-

dual users can pre-define all required resources accord-

ing to their demands, including CPU, memory, net-

work, operating system, software and required service.

They do not need to know where infrastructures are

located, and virtual cloud will provide a cloud working

environment based on their requirements automatically.

Then users could work in the cloud working environ-

ment through a web browser[9].

QoS Guarantee. Virtual cloud also takes the uncer-

tainty into consideration which would significantly af-

fect the efficiency of data provisioning, network trans-

mission and computing. By using QoS metrics such

as throughput, response time, data integrity and con-

sistency, virtual cloud guarantees the stability and effi-

ciency of working environment for users[10]. To be more

specific, different cloud vendors supply their computing

and storage resources at a different location, leading to

a complicated circumstance of data transmission, net-

work request latency, etc.[11-12] Therefore, it is essential

for virtual cloud to make tradeoffs between transmis-

sion cost and computing efficiency, to ensure the cus-

tomized QoS level[13-14].

Cross-Cloud Migration. Users may change their re-

quirements and move their business to other clouds,

thus in order to avoid vendor lock-in, virtual cloud

allows to migrate working environment from one

cloud to other clouds without any further installa-

tion and configuration, by leveraging software definition

technology[15].

As a result, virtual cloud could help users easily

build a unique, customized, cross-cloud and compli-

cated working environment and quickly migrate it to

other clouds whenever in need.

3.2 System Model

In order to satisfy the characteristics mentioned

above, we present a virtual cloud system model con-

forming to the peer communication mechanism (PCM)

as shown in Fig.3. The PCM is designed by JointCloud

to facilitate the cooperation among clouds. Cloud ven-

dors and virtual cloud can cooperate with one another,

as long as they implement the PCM and provide related

APIs. Our VC system model includes three horizontal

panels: resource panel, control panel, business panel;

and one vertical panel: information panel. The three-

layer structure, just like different layers of the TCP/IP

protocol, includes all agreements during cloud collabo-

ration. The resource panel uses software definition tech-
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Fig.3. System model of virtual cloud.

nology provided by cloud vendors to make heteroge-

neous components abstract as a single resources pool.

The control panel manages various software-defined re-

sources and deals with the details of connection, sto-

rage and computing among clouds[16-17]. In specific,

the control panel consists of several parts: cloud ser-

vice discovery and composition, workflow orchestrator

and resources management. Meanwhile, the control

panel makes all resources transparent for developers on

the business panel and provides a uniform interface for

them.

The business panel handles the collaboration (e.g.,

transactions) between clouds. This panel is respon-

sible for aggregating users’ requirements, actions and

feedbacks, cooperating with the resource panel and the

control panel via software definition technology to au-

tomatically build, migrate and optimize the virtual en-

vironment. The business panel has three parts.

1) Access Control Part. Users could log in the sys-

tem according to their username and password no mat-

ter where they are or which subsystem they want to

visit[12,18]. Users do not need accounts of different cloud

vendors but only one single account of virtual cloud[19].

2) Workflow Description Part. This part supports

several interfaces for users to customize their unique

environment requirements and special service demands

like response time, given software. After customizing

working environment, this part can calculate require-

ments of different resources, generate corresponding

tasks and send the control panel orders to complete

users’ actions and update information.

3) Accounting and Billing Part. It interacts with

the control panel and the resource panel timely through

the information panel to get details of the working en-

vironment and keep consistency between infrastructure

and user data[12,20-21]. Also, this part can record users’

workload, resource consumption and the cost.

The information panel is designed to facilitate the

communication among the three-panel architecture,

register services and resources, record monitoring data

of QoS, and communicate with JCCE. Also, the in-

formation panel stores information and messages pub-

lished by all three panels. Therefore, the business panel,

the control panel and the resource panel can commu-

nicate with each other and record events through this

panel.

Virtual cloud could automatically build, manage,

migrate and optimize a working environment based on

users’ requirement, by using software definition tech-

nology, making infrastructure transparent to users and

scheduling resources to make a tradeoff between the

quality and the cost.

Based on our system, users can build working envi-

ronment quickly with their own specific requirements.

Fig.4 shows an example on the procedure of the con-

struction which consists of the following steps: 1) via

browser and the workflow description part, users submit

requirements including computing, networking, storage

and software demands; 2) the business panel receives

the description, generates deployment tasks and trans-
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Fig.4. Procedure of construction.

fers these tasks to the control panel through the infor-

mation panel; 3) the resource panel registers available

resources to the information panel; 4) the control panel

gets the tasks and then queries the information panel

for available resources; 5) the control panel finds the

best solution, builds environment, configures network,

installs software needed, runs pre-defined scripts and

reports the result to the business panel; 6) the business

panel shows the result to users; 7) users work in the

working environment using web browser, develop and

deploy their application.

3.3 Software Definition Technology

As the system model is shown above, software def-

inition is the key enabling technology to our virtual

cloud system[22].

For our virtual cloud, we use several technologies to

build the system. Firstly, we make use of container to

package computing resources and achieve cross-cloud

computation. The container is an operating-system-

level virtualization method which allows multiple iso-

lated user-space instances. The container imposes low

overhead with high performance, so that it is useful for

developers to set up a cross-cloud working environment.

Nowadays, there are several kinds of containers (LXC,

Docker, etc.) envolving quickly. We will choose one or

more from them as our container to isolate and manage

computing resources[23-25].

Secondly, we apply software-defined network (SDN)

to manage and configure our network, and in specific,

Open vSwitch (OVS) is chosen for its good support for

OpenFlow, which is the enabler of SDN. SDN makes

it possible for administrators to determine network ser-

vices through the abstraction of lower-level facility, in-

cluding dynamic, scalable computing and the path of

network packets[26].

Thirdly, we provide a mechanism to wrap users’

working environment into a package[27]. A package is

aimed to describe the user-defined environment on vir-

tual cloud, which can be conveniently shared by users.

A user is able to submit a package to construct a specific

environment automatically. The package is actually a

compressed file that includes information data, such as

scripts for creation, recovery and destroy, third-party

binary files for special purpose and metadata for con-

struction, management and monitor[28]. Also our mech-

anism provides users a convenient way to scale in or out

their cloud working environment.

As described above, software definition technology

is crucial to building our system. It works with low

overhead, high efficiency, high operability and high flex-

ibility, enables our system to manage, isolate, sched-

ule and monitor computation, network and memory re-

sources, supports for the building, migration and opti-

mization functions, and makes virtual cloud as a ser-

vice.

4 Status of Prototype System

We have designed and implemented an open source

virtual cloud prototype system named Docklet 1○. It is

1○https://github.com/unias/docklet/, Nov. 2016.
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a starting point for our project. With Docklet, users

can create a working environment to run their tasks

through web browsers. The working environment can

be stopped or restarted at any time, and can be shared

to others. When tasks are running, users can see the

status of the working environment in a webpage. Once

the tasks are finished, the working environment can be

destroyed and resources will be released.

A user view of Docklet is shown in Fig.5. Users can

access resources via working environment, where they

can perform tasks such as running applications, analyz-

ing data, and visualizing analysis results in browsers.

Each working environment is supported by a virtual

cluster. A virtual cluster (Vcluster) is the unit for re-

source management and it consists of several virtual

nodes (n) and a private network among them. Users

can manage their jobs by creating, restarting, scaling in

and out the virtual cluster with only a browser. More-

over, each working environment provides a portal for

users to perform operations on virtual clusters. Nodes

of the same working environment are in a private net-

work, that is to say, nodes in one working environment

cannot affect nodes in other working environment. A

virtual node is, in fact, a Linux container (LXC) 2○.

Vcluster

Workspace
Application + DataPortal

n
n

n

Fig.5. User view of Docklet.

Currently, Docklet has put into operation as a data

processing platform 3○ in Peking University (PKU), pro-

viding cluster computing resources to teachers and stu-

dents for education and research. Users can log in

Docklet with their PKU account and create a work-

ing environment. Then they can write program inter-

actively in the browser and see the running results in

real time. They also can upload their pre-written pro-

gram and raw data to run the job. Moreover, Docklet

has pre-prepared packages with data processing tools

from R and python community, and frequently-used

frameworks such as Hadoop and Spark, so that users

can acquire a well-configured processing environment

instantly and work for their job directly.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented virtual cloud for spe-

cial purposes, which aims to provide end users with a

specific working environment upon several clouds. Our

current prototype system Docklet has covered part of

demands of virtual cloud. Users can create a working

environment to perform specific tasks and can achieve

the rapid deployment and migration of working envi-

ronment by the package mechanism.

The research of virtual cloud has just started, and

there is a five-year roadmap. Currently Docklet can

only work upon a physical cluster in one cloud, which

means all the resources of a working environment have

to be located at a same physical cluster, making it dif-

ficult to support cross-cloud computation. In future re-

search, we intend to investigate efficient mechanisms to

implement the proposed system and several key issues

including efficient aggregation of cross-cloud resources,

fast construction of users’ working environment, and a

decentralized monitor of users’ tasks, etc.
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